Vergence eye movements direct others' attention in three-dimensional space.
Vision is an active sense and, as we explore the world with our eyes, the direction of our gaze provides others a signal as to the focus of our attention [1,2]. Research in experimental psychology has established that others' direction of gaze reflexively guides our attention within our visual field [3,4], serving as a crucial social cue when coordinating attention with others during joint action and word-object association learning [2]. A forward-facing pair of eyes in humans and other animals not only enables us to converge our gaze to the precise depth at which an object is located, but also potentially informs others about how far away we are looking. But very little is known about the perception of others' gaze vergence, and whether the vergence of an individual's eyes can be used by others to determine the precise focus of that person's attention in three-dimensional space. Here, we applied an attentional orienting paradigm in a three-dimensional stereoscopic setting and found that observers consistently detect targets more quickly when they are at a depth congruent with another person's eye vergence compared to when they are at an incongruent depth. These findings reveal that our representation of others' gaze is specific not just to their line of sight [5,6] but rather to particular locations in three-dimensional space signalled by eye vergence.